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Anit Nege, University of Hyderabad

**Organizing Chair:**
Jignesh Sarvaiya, SVNIT

**Organizing Co-chair:**
Yogesh P. Kosta, MEFI

**Sponsors:**
IEEE Gujarat Section

**Call for Participation**

National Seminar on New Trends in Signal Processing (NeTSiP-2015) is an IEEE Gujarat Section event. This year NeTSiP-2015 is to be organized jointly by Sarvajanik College of Engineering and Technology (SCET), and Dhirubhai Ambani Institute of Information and Communication Technology (DA-IICT) at DA-IICT, Gandhinagar, Gujarat. IEEE Gujarat Section is committed to deliver the best through its signature events like NeTSiP seminar series by providing a platform to the young researchers to enhance their knowledge in the state-of-the-art research in the field of computer vision and image processing. It will enable all researchers to exchange of knowledge, to discuss research issues, to meet the one of the best experts in the domain, to understand future trends. The objective of NeTSiP is to provide an opportunity for students, faculties, scientists and engineers to interact with leading researchers in communication, speech, biometrics, and image and signal processing areas. It includes invited talks from experts in these and related areas. Researchers in academic, government and industrial organizations are encouraged to participate in the program.

**Speakers:**
- Prof. Gaurav Sharma, Professor, Dept. of Electrical and Computer Engineering, University of Rochester
- Prof. Balasubramanian R., IIT Roorkee
- Prof. V.M. Gadre, IIT Bombay
- Prof. Kishore Bhurchandi, NIT Nagpur
- Prof. Rajbabu Velmurugan, IIT Bombay
- Prof. Santanu Chowdhury, SAC, ISRO
- Prof. Mayank Vatsa, IIT Delhi
- Prof. P.C. Pandey, IIT Bombay
- Prof. Anshul Majumdar, IIT, Delhi

**For Whom**
Researchers from academia including faculty members, Ph.D. scholars, M.tech./ M.E. and B.Tech./ B.E. (final year students having projects in similar domain) as well as industry participants interested in the field of signal processing.

**Registration Details:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>IEEE members</th>
<th>Non-IEEE members</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Regular</td>
<td>On the Spot</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Student</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>1250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Faculty</td>
<td>1250</td>
<td>1500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Industry</td>
<td>1500</td>
<td>1750</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Participant must be pursuing full time studies
# By becoming IEEE member during seminar. Non-IEEE members can avail IEEE member discount by paying IEEE membership fees.
# Registration fees cover the food and registration kit.
# Accommodations may be provided to students in hostels on chargeable basis on prior separate request subject to availability.

**Online Registration:**

**Offline Registration:**
Download the registration form from website and pay demand draft / at par Cheque in favor of “IEEE Gujarat Section”, Payable at Ahmedabad Gujarart

**Registration forms along with DD/Cheque should be sent to**
Dr. Dhaval Patel, Senior Lecturer E&C department, Institute of Engineering & Technology, Opp. M G. Science College, Ahmedabad Education Society FP. 4,Navrangpura Ahmedabad – 380009 Gujarat, India

---

**Advertisement and Web Committee:**
- Pritesh Saxena, SCET
- Ravi Bagree, MEFI
- Mrugesh Patel, SCET

**Organizing Committee:**
- Amit Kumar, BioAxis
- DNA Research Centre Pvt Ltd
- Anil Roy, DA-IICT
- Bhaumik Vaidya, SCET
- Hiren Mevada, CHARUSAT
- Jigisha Patel, SVNIT
- Laksminarayan Pillutla, DAIICT
- Maulin Joshi, SCET
- Mehul Raval, AU
- Mita Paunwala, CKPCET
- Mukesh Goswami, DDU
- Niteen Patel, SCET
- Prarthan Mehta, ADIT
- Rahul Kher, GCET
- Ramji Makwana, ADIT
- Shankar Parmar, GCET
- Tanish Zaveri, NU
- Upena Dalal, SVNIT
- Vishvijit Thakar, ADIT
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